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Abstract : Thorndike first presented his theory in his book 

‘Animal Learning’ published in 1968. Connectionism Theory or 

simply S-R or Stimulus-Response Theory by Thorndike is actually 

one of the most applied theories of learning. It gave three laws of 

learning in which is, most widely used theory in education. This 

theory states that learning is the outcome of the relationships or 

bonds between stimuli and responses. These relationships become habits and may be 

strengthened or weakened depending on the nature and the frequency of stimuli and responses 

themselves.  Learning or a behaviour is formed when  a certain meaningful stimulus to us or 

have the strong “connection” that we respond to them. These connections become strong and can 

be further explained by Thorndike’s Three Laws of Learning. 
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Introduction : Thorndike says, “Both theory and practice need emphatic and frequent reminders 

that man’s learning is frequently the action of the laws of readiness, exercise and effect.” 

Accordingly, in Thorndike’s opinion, man’s learning takes place according of these laws. 

1.  Law of Exercise. 

2. Law of Readiness. 

3. Law of Effect. 

Law of Exercise. 

Practice makes perfect. This is the cliché that could best describe this law. This means that the 

more the practice of a certain behaviour, more it will be strengthened. Those things most often 

repeated are the best learned. This is the basis for practice and drill. The mind rarely retains, 

evaluates, and applies new concepts or practices after only one exposure. A student learns by 

applying what he has been taught. Every time he practices, his learning continues. There are 
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